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Plate tectonics in the aegean region is dominated by the subduction of the African plate
beneath the Eurasian plate and the counterclockwise rotation of the Anatolian and
Aegean plate elements. Additionally to this motion, a south-west escape of the south-
ern Aegean part is observed. The motion implicates crustal thinning below the Cre-
tan sea and extension of the Hellenic trench system. Furthermore, geological records
show an uplift of Crete. For this complicated situation the Moho depths should be
determined. The investigation is done within the Collaborative Research Centre 526
- ’Rheology of the Earth from the Upper Crust to the Subduction Zone’ at the Ruhr-
Universität Bochum. The results shall be used for numerical modelling of dynamic
processes.

Several investigations have been performed. Tirel et al. (2004) inverted data derived
from satellite altimetry. The results are a mean depth of25 ± 2 km, with crustal thin-
ning from West to East and crustal thickening towards Crete from23 km to 30 km. By
forward modelling (Casten & Snopek, 2006) Moho depth is25 km at the Cyclades,
20 km at the Cretan Sea,35 km beneath Crete and20 km at the continental edge.
Moho depth beneath western Crete still is a matter of discussion (Snopek et al., 2007).
Mantle wedge and subduction channel are matters of ongoing forward modelling.
Furthermore, several active and passive seismic investigations were performed. The
regional analysis of P and S receiver functions gives a Moho depth of35 km beneath
the Peleponnesus,30 km at west Turkey,27 km at the north Aegean and20 km at the
Cretan Sea (Sodoudi et al., 2006). Forward modelling of low-pass filtered data from
western Turkey resulted in a two layer depth model consisting of crust (2.8 g/cm3)
and mantle (3.3 g/cm3). In general Moho depths increases from west (26 km) to east



(38 km).

Additionally, an isostatic modelling was carried out. The assumed compensation
mechanism is of the Vening Meinesz type. Structural parameters are the density of
crust (ρC = 2.80 g/cm3), mantle (ρM = 3.20 g/cm3) and water (ρW = 1.03 g/cm3)
and the compensation level. The flexural rigidity is variied from1021 Nm to
1023 Nm. In comparison with the mentioned results the isostatic modelling gives sim-
ilar Moho depths beneath the Peleponessus and west Turkey but greater depths at the
Cyclades (33 km).
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